A single-crystal to single-crystal transformable coordination polymer compound was hydrothermally synthesized. The structural rearrangement is induced by selecting a ligand that contains both strong and weaker coordinating groups. Both 10 hydrated and dehydrated structures were determined by single crystal X-ray analysis.
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In the last two decades, coordination polymer and Metal-Organic Frameworks have developed into a hot research topic, [1] [2] [3] due to 15 their potential application in areas such as gas adsorption, drug delivery, separation and catalysis. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Compared with traditional adsorbents and catalysts including zeolites and molecular sieves, MOFs present many unique properties due to their chemical nature and their intrinsic structures. The network structures of 20 MOF materials are built up by coordinate bonds between organic ligands and metal centres. It is possible, in a way, to target the synthesis of MOF materials with particular structures or properties by carefully selecting and designing the organic ligands. 12, 13 25 One particularly unusual feature of MOFs is their structural flexibility. This can lead to remarkable effects such as 'breathing', 14 pore-discriminating adsorption 15 and reversible single crystal to single crystal transformations. 16 The latter class of MOF materials responds to external stimuli such as heating or 30 guest exchange and reversible structure transformations can occur. [17] [18] [19] This kind of material is classified as "third generation" 20 and has attracted increasing attention in technical and research fields of gas adsorption, 21, 22 sensing, 23 and structure investigation. 24, 25 35 One strategy by which the transformations can be achieved uses ligands which form coordinating bonds of different binding strength. Once external stimulus is applied, the weaker bonds in the structure are more likely to be broken (and possibly reformed on removal or change of the stimulus), resulting in changes of 40 crystal structure. Meanwhile, the stronger coordinating bonds are more stable and strongly hold the whole framework so that the original structure can be recovered when the stimulus is stopped. University of Gottingen, Germany, 1997.) Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically for hydrated structure. In the dehydrated structure, all carbon atoms were refined isotropically for a satisfactory refinement at high temperature. Other nonhydrogen atoms of the dehydrated structure were refined 15 anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms of the coordinated water molecules in the hydrated compound were fixed with DFIX restrains. Other hydrogen atoms were fixed based on idealized coordinates and refined with values of U iso set to 1.2 times that of the carrier atoms.
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Results and Discussion
The materials were prepared from copper nitrate and two ligands; 2-sulfoterephthalate (STP), which contains one sulfonate group and two carboxylate groups, is used as the main ligand and 4, 4'-bipyridine (Bpy) is used as an auxiliary ligand. After To investigate the dehydrated material the sample was heated at 500K under vacuum to investigate any structural change. The PXRD patterns of hydrated, dehydrated and rehydrated samples are shown in Fig. 1 . The presence of the sharp peaks of the PXRD patterns indicates all the samples are crystalline. The 60 changes of the pattern peaks of the dehydrated sample indicate that a structural rearrangement occurs (Fig. 1b) . The sample is reversibly rehydrated when the dehydrated sample is exposed to the moist air, which is proved by the identical powder pattern of rehydrated sample to that of the hydrated one (Fig. 1c) .
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In order to characterize the structures of hydrated and dehydrated phases and the structural rearrangement between them, variable temperature single crystal X-ray analysis was carried out. Data collection of the dehydrated sample was at 500 K. The crystal structure of hydrated 1 contains two 70 crystallographically independent copper atoms, one a 5-coordinated (Cu1) and one 6-coordinated (Cu2). Each Cu1 atom is coordinated by three independent ligand molecules of STP and two water molecules (Fig. 2a) . Three ligand oxygen atoms coordinate to Cu1, one of which comes from a sulfonate group The overall crystal structure of hydrated compound 1 is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . Each Cu1 atom is coordinated by three surrounding STP ligands. A 2-dimensional layer structure is formed by repeating these Cu1-STP connections ( Fig. 3a and 3b) . 15 In addition to coordinating to the Cu1 atoms, each STP molecule also chelates to a Cu2 atom with one sulfonate and one carboxylate group. Every Cu2 atom is coordinated by two STP ligands that belong to two neighbouring layers. The Cu2 atoms link each 2-D layers to a 3-dimensional structure. The adjacent 20 Cu2 atoms in the same layer are linked by the 4, 4'-bipyridine molecule. The linear Cu-Bpy-Cu chains penetrate through the layer. Three layers and the Cu-Bpy-Cu chains are shown in Fig. 4 in different colours. After carefully heating, two coordinated water molecules are 25 removed. Hydrated compound 1 transforms to its dehydrated phase of compound 2. An obvious change of the coordinating mode of the STP ligand is that one sulfonate group, which originally coordinated to two Cu atoms, now coordinates to three Cu atoms (Scheme 1). The changes of coordination environment 30 of Cu1 are shown in Fig. 2 . In 2, four independent copper atoms are present. Two of them are originated from Cu1 of 1, denoted as Cu1` and Cu2`. The coordination geometries of two copper atoms are shown in fig. 2b and fig. 2c . Both of them are 5-coordinated. Cu1` is coordinated by three STP ligand molecules.
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One STP molecule provides a bidentate carboxylate group. Another STP provides a bidentated sulfonate group and the third STP keeps the same monodentated carboxylate group as Cu1 of A structural transformation is caused by the changes of the coordination mode of sulfonate groups. In compound 1, Cu1 and STP molecules form a infinite 2-D layer. When it is dehydrated, every Cu2` atom is coordinated by two sulfonate groups from the 10 adjacent layers. In this case a double-layer structure is formed (Fig. 5a ). The copper atoms on the Cu-Bpy-Cu chains link the double layers to a 3-D structure. The Cu-Bpy-Cu chains pass through the whole structure. (Fig. 5b) 
Conclusions
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To achieve a reversible single-crystal to single-crystal transformation of MOF materials, one synthetic strategy is to choose ligands that contain both weak and strong coordinating groups. Targeting this property, 2-sulfoterephthalate is selected as an eligible ligand. A copper MOF compound is hydrothermally 20 synthesized with this ligand and 4, 4'-Bipyridine. The assynthesized compound lost the coordinating water when heated above 473K and a structural transformation occurred. The single crystal remains intact after dehydration so a variable temperature single-crystal analysis is feasible. Single crystal X-ray diffraction 25 and crystallography indicated the rearrangement of the coordination bonds, especially the coordination mode of sulfonate group to Cu. In the hydrated compound, the Cu-O bond lengths are in the order of Cu1-O(C) > Cu1-O(water) > Cu1-O(S). After dehydration, the sulfonate groups coordinated to the Cu which 30 lost the coordinating water more strongly than before. Obvious decrease of bond length of Cu-O(S) was observed. 
